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We report Doppler-only (cw) radar observations of near-Earth
Asteroid 2100 Ra-Shalom obtained at the Arecibo Observatory us-
ing a transmitter frequency of 2380 MHz (12.6 cm) on 1984 Aug.
18–22. Weighted and filtered sums of cw echoes achieve a maxi-
mum signal-to-noise ratio of 74 and cover the asteroid in rotation
phase. A weighted sum of all cw spectra gives an opposite circular
(OC) radar cross section of 1.13± 0.40 km2 and a circular polariza-
tion ratio of 0.31± 0.02. Inversion of echo edge frequencies yields
a convex hull with an elongation (maximum breadth/minimum
breadth) of 1.15± 0.03 and places a lower bound on the maxi-
mum pole-on dimension of 2.4 km/cos δ, where δ is the angle be-
tween the radar line-of-sight and the asteroid’s apparent equator.
Ra-Shalom has one of the least elongated pole-on silhouettes of
the near-Earth asteroids for which similar shape information from
radar observations is available. Ra-Shalom’s effective diameter (di-
ameter of a sphere with equal cross-sectional area) is constrained
to a range of 2.4–3.6 km. We use a two-component radar scatter-
ing model to remove the “diffuse” contributions from Ra-Shalom’s
radar cross section and obtain a surface bulk density estimate of
1.1–3.3 g cm−3. When compared with reported bulk densities and
porosities of meteorites, our results are consistent with either: (1) a
C-class asteroid with carbonaceous-chondritic composition, effec-
tive diameter 2.6–3.6 km, and surface porosity <70%; or (2) an
S-class asteroid with ordinary-chondritic or stony-iron composi-
tion, effective diameter 2.4–2.6 km, and little or no surface regolith.
Ra-Shalom’s near-surface roughness appears to be globally hetero-
geneous. c© 2000 Academic Press

1 Present address: 5209 21st Avenue NE, Seattle, Washington 98105.
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INTRODUCTION

2100 Ra-Shalom, one of 77 known Aten asteroids (as
May 2000), was discovered on 1978 September 10 by H
et al. (1978). Shortly after its discovery, Lebofskyet al. (1979)
obtained radiometry, polarimetry, and UBV photometry a
classified Ra-Shalom as a C-type asteroid with a high sur
thermal inertia. Additional observations and modeling have s
ported the high surface thermal inertia interpretation (Vee
et al.1989, Harriset al.1998), but the C classification has bee
questioned (Harriset al.1998). Estimated physical properties
Ra-Shalom are listed in Tables I and II.

Ostro et al. (1984) conducted radar observations of R
Shalom at Arecibo (12.6-cm wavelength) on 1981 Aug. 23–
They concluded that their data were consistent with the aste
having a largest dimension near 3 km and a somewhat irre
lar shape. They found the echo bandwidth to be within ab
1.5 Hz of 5.0 Hz on each date, but their estimates of radar p
erties varied widely from night to night: unweighted oppos
circular radar cross sectionσOC = 0.59± 0.35 km2 and circu-
lar polarization ratioµC = 0.20± 0.07 (uncertainties are rms
dispersions about the mean).

Here we report radar observations of Ra-Shalom in 19
with an Arecibo system (12.6-cm wavelength, transmitter pow
∼420 KW, antenna gain∼107) that was more sensitive and muc
0
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TABLE I
Estimated Physical Properties

Property Value

H (mag) 16.07± 0.08a

Class C,b S?c

P (h) 19.797± 0.003a

19.79d

1m (mag) 0.41a

0(erg cm−2 s−0.5 K−1) ≥1.1× 106 c

Note. H is the absolute visual magnitude, class refers
to the taxonomic class,P is the synodic rotation period,
1m indicates the observed range of the lightcurve am-
plitude, and0 is the surface thermal inertia.

a Pravecet al. (1998).
b McFaddenet al. (1984).
c Harriset al. (1998).
d Ostroet al. (1984).

better calibrated than that available in 1981. In particular, in 1
we used a dual-polarization receiver, while in 1981 the rece
had to be switched back and forth between the same circ
(SC) and opposite circular (OC) polarizations to that of the tra
mission. The OC cross sections measured on 1981 Aug. 23
were significantly smaller than that measured on 1981 Aug.
Our 1984 Aug. 18–22 OC cross sections are consistent
each other and with the 1981 Aug. 26 value, suggesting tha
1981 Aug. 23–25 calibration was faulty, possibly due to und

TABLE II
Size Estimates

Deff (km) pv Technique

1.7 0.16 IR STMa

1.72 0.26 IR STMb

2.04± 0.10 0.115± 0.010 IR STMc

2.4 0.08 IR FRMa

2.64 0.11 IR FRMb

3.42± 0.18 0.04± 0.004 IR FRMc

2.48 km 0.13 IR NEATMb

Dmax≥ 2.40 km 0.05− 0.13 Radar (this work)
Dmax≥ 2.9 km — Radard

3.56 km (0.037) Polarimetryc

Note. Deff is the diameter of a sphere with equal cross-sectional area. Ra
based diameters are lower bounds on the maximum diameter. Visual albedpv)
estimates were calculated (by their respective authors) based on their asso
diameters and the best absolute magnitude estimates available at the ti
each study. IR indicates that infrared radiometry was used; STM is the “stan
thermal model;” FRM is the “fast rotating model;” and NEATM is the “nea
Earth asteroid thermal model” (cf. Refs.b andc). The polarimetric diameter
estimate (Ref.c) was based on the assumption of the albedo in parenthe
Uncertainties have been given where available.

a Veederet al. (1989).
b Harriset al. (1998).
c
 Lebofskyet al. (1979).
d Ostroet al. (1984).
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TABLE III
Observations

RA DEC Distance Receive start–stop φ

Date (◦) (◦) (AU) Runs (UTC hrs) (◦)

1984 Aug 18 268 28 0.206 22 19.23–21.73 0–4
1984 Aug 19 269 26 0.209 17 19.19–21.75 76–1
1984 Aug 20 269 24 0.213 24 19.06–21.83 150–1
1984 Aug 21 270 22 0.216 24 19.06–21.80 226–2
1984 Aug 22 271 20 0.220 21 19.19–21.83 305–3

Note.Right ascension, declination, and distance are given at the beginni
each day’s observations. “Runs” refers to the number of transmit–receive cy
φ is the range in rotation phase covered on each day, arbitrarily set to 0◦ for the
first reception on the first day and based on a rotation period of 19.79 h.
frequency resolution of each run was 0.098 Hz.

umented pointing errors in the instrumentation. The astero
19.79-h spin period, suspected by Ostroet al. 1984, has since
been confirmed (Pravecet al. 1998), and we use this value i
our analysis.

Our basic data-acquisition and reduction techniques were
ilar to those described most recently by Mitchellet al. (1995).
Table III gives ephemeris information and the number
transmit–receive cycles (runs) completed on each date.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows weighted sums of echo power spectra f
each day. There was no overlap in the day-to-day rotation-p
coverage. Calibration uncertainties in these data are system
and can be considered a constant source of error in all m
surements; we estimate these to be±35% for this experiment
and due primarily to uncertainties in pointing and antenna g
Uncertainties due to random noise vary from∼2–4% in the
daily sums shown in Fig. 1. Our estimates of the asteroid’s d
integrated radar properties show day-to-day variations tha
larger than our expected uncertainties and are therefore prob
physically significant (Table IV). There also appear to be p
itive correlations between bandwidth, radar cross section,
circular polarization ratio, which are discussed at greater len
below.

The mean OC radar cross section and circular polariza
ratio for the entire experiment areσOC = 1.13± 0.40 km2 and
µC = 0.31± 0.02, respectively. Among the 16 C-class ma
belt and near-Earth asteroid (NEA) radar detections previo
reported, the circular polarization ratio of Ra-Shalom is grea
than those for 14, comparable to that for 1, and less than
for 1, indicating that its near surface is significantly rough
at decimeter scales than the average radar-detected C-
asteroid.

Figure 2 shows sums of spectra sorted by rotation ph
Echoes are not readily detected in some of the spectra bec

of gaps in coverage and/or low system sensitivity.
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FIG. 1. Weighted (by SNR) sums of echo power spectra of Ra-Shal
grouped by observation date. Insets indicate relative rotational phase cove
0◦ is arbitrarily assigned to the beginning of reception during the first run
1984 Aug 18 19.23 UTC. The lengths of the radial line segments at each p
are proportional to the noise level. A vertical bar at 0 Hz indicates 1 stan
deviation (σ ) of the OC receiver noise.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Hull Estimation

Given sufficient rotational coverage and echo strength, m
surements of echo edge frequencies can be used to obta
convex hull of the target’s pole-on silhouette (Ostroet al.1988,

1990). The convex hull can be thought of as the shape of a rub
band stretched around the pole-on silhouette of the asteroid
ET AL.
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discussed by Ostroet al. (1988), the accuracy of hull estima
tion depends on the frequency and rotation-phase resolution
the spectra and the ability to discern the spectral edges of
echoes, which depends strongly upon the signal-to-noise r
(SNR). For this data set, the rotational coverage and signal
noise ratio are near the lower limit of what is necessary f
the computation of a hull. The largest gap in phase covera
(modulo 180◦) is approximately 5◦. (The determination of the
hull silhouette requires only 180◦ of contiguous phase coverage
therefore, all discussions of phase coverage or gaps are mo
180◦.) We arbitrarily chose the first return echo from the fir
run to be 0◦ rotation phase. A significant number of individua
runs had very low SNRs, making spectral edge detection di
cult or impossible. Because of this, we smoothed all runs usin
1-Hz frequency filter, and then excluded 35 runs in which SN
were less than 4σ leaving 73 of the original 108. The resulting
phase coverage, despite three∼14◦ gaps, is still adequate for hull
estimation.Unless otherwise stated in the following, the unce
tainties quoted span the full range of those values observed

We estimated the hull using the OC spectra as follows. W
smoothed the spectra to frequency resolutions of 0.3, 0.4, 0
0.75, and 1.0 Hz, and for each frequency resolution we smoot
the spectra to phase resolutions of 5◦, 10◦, and 15◦. To each of
these 15 data sets, we added a synthetic echo spectrum f
Lambertian sphere with the same radar cross section and ba
width as those of the asteroid at each of five different cen
frequencies that did not overlap echoes from the asteroid, t
contaminating the synthetic (model) spectra with noise. For ea
of the five synthetic spectra, we estimated the hull, using ed
frequency detection thresholds between 0 and 2 standard d
ations in intervals of 0.1 standard deviation. Because no sin
combination of frequency/phase smoothing and threshold e
mators perfectly estimated the model hull, we chose five com
nations that best reproduced the circular shape (using the bre

TABLE IV
Disc-Integrated Radar Properties

OC
Date SNR B (Hz) σoc (km2) µc

1984 Aug 18 42 3.0+ 0.3/−0.6 1.16± 0.03 0.27± 0.02
1984 Aug 19 33 3.2+ 0.5/−0.2 1.35± 0.04 0.35± 0.03
1984 Aug 20 26 2.5+ 0.4/−0.7 0.82± 0.03 0.21± 0.02
1984 Aug 21 33 3.1+ 0.3/−0.1 1.15± 0.03 0.28± 0.02
1984 Aug 22 32 2.8+ 0.7/−0.4 1.26± 0.04 0.38± 0.03

Whole experiment 74 3.5+ 0.4/−0.2 1.13± 0.02 0.31± 0.02

Note.Radar properties on each date were determined from weighted (by SN
sums of cw spectra. OC SNR is the OC signal-to-noise ratio obtained from
optimally filtered weighted spectral sum.B is bandwidth estimated from the
spectral edges at the 2σ noise level.σOC is the OC radar cross section andµC

is the circular polarization ratio. Uncertainties inB are based on the bandwidth
difference observed when estimating spectral edges at the 1- and 3σ crossing
points. Uncertainties quoted forσOC andµC are 1σ standard errors caused by

ber
. As
background noise. Absolute (calibration) uncertainties inσOC are estimated to
be±35%.
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FIG. 2. Weighted summed spectra within 10◦ phase intervals and smoothed to 0.5 Hz resolution. Labels give the weighted mean rotation phase in
Identical linear scales are used throughout the figure. Each horizontal axis extends from−5 Hz on the left to+5 Hz on the right. A vertical bar at 0 Hz indicate

±1 standard deviation of the OC receiver noise. Each plot may represent as many as five summed spectra. Particularly low SNRs (e.g., plots at 152◦, 196◦, and
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276◦ phase) are due to low numbers of summed spectra (as few as one) a

ratio as a proxy—see below) and correct bandwidth of the mo
Lambert sphere (Table V). Figure 3 shows the estimates of
Lambert model’s hull obtained using those combinations. T
scatter of the hulls about the model conveys the degree of un
tainty that may be expected from our Ra-Shalom hull estim
using those combinations. A simple measure of hull circula
is the breadth (or aspect) ratio (BR) of the hull’s maximum

minimum widths. A circular hull (as well as several other equan
but noncircular figures) has a BR equal to 1. The mean BR a
d/or low individual run SNR. Gaps in phase indicate a lack of observations
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bandwidth for the 25 estimates (five synthetic spectra, five h
estimates each) of the Lambert model are 1.14+ 0.08/−0.07
and 3.801± 0.458 Hz, respectively. We underestimate the a
tual model bandwidth (3.908 Hz) by 3± 12%.

Next, we applied the same filtering/threshold combinatio
to estimate Ra-Shalom’s hull. We repeated this process f
large enough range of center frequency values to locate the a

t,
nd
oid’s center-of-mass (COM), given by the minimum value of the
weighted sum of squares of the residuals (χ2). Figure 4 overlays
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TABLE V
Hull Estimators

Phase Frequency Edge detection thresh
resolution (◦) resolution (Hz) (st. dev.’s of noise)

5.0 0.50 0.4
5.0 0.75 0.9

10.0 0.50 0.7
15.0 0.40 0.7
15.0 0.50 0.9

estimates of Ra-Shalom’s hull obtained with the five estim
tors. The five are consistent in shape with a mean BR of 1.15+
0.03/−0.02, and a mean bandwidth of 3.67+ 0.35/−0.31 Hz.
Ra-Shalom has among the least elongated pole-on silhouet
any NEA for which similar shape information from radar da
is available. Elongations have been reported for 12 other ra
detected NEAs; their mean and standard deviation is 1.6± 0.4,
with a (previous) minimum of 1.18 (1991 CS) and maximum
2.5 (1620 Geographos) (Benneret al.1999, Hudson and Ostr
1999).

Size

We adopt 3.36 Hz, our lowest bandwidth estimated above
a lower bound on the maximum breadth of Ra-Shalom’s pole

FIG. 3. Estimates of a Lambert sphere’s hull from synthetic spectra c
taminated with noise. Five estimators are shown (thin lines), correspondi
one realization of noise and five different phase/frequency/threshold com
tions (Table V). The dispersion of the hulls about the circle (the model’s ac

hull) give a visual sense of the uncertainties that are present in our estima
Ra-Shalom’s hull.
D ET AL.
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FIG. 4. Estimates of Ra-Shalom’s hull, using the five phase/frequen
threshold combinations given in Table V. Rotation phase orientation for the
is shown with an inset cross.

silhouette. Using the known rotation period of 19.79 h, this c
responds to a maximum pole-on breadth,Dmax, of 2.40 km/cosδ,
whereδ is the subradar latitude. There are several estimate
Ra-Shalom’s size reported in the literature (Table II) with effe
tive diameters (the diameter of a sphere with equivalent cr
sectional area),Deff, ranging from 1.7 to 3.6 km. The sizes o
tained by us and by Ostroet al.(1984) arelowerbounds onDmax.
The highest estimates in Table II (3.56 and 3.42± 0.18 km)
were based on polarimetry and radiometry, respectively.
lowest estimates were all based upon the application of
“standard thermal model” (STM) to radiometric observatio
of Ra-Shalom (cf. Lebofsky and Spencer 1989) which assu
a nonrotating asteroid, zero thermal inertia surface (e.g., fi
grained or “dusty” regolith), and thermal emission only from t
Sun-facing hemisphere. However, the STM does a poor jo
fitting Ra-Shalom’s radiometric observations and the consen
is that its surface has a high thermal inertia consistent with b
rock, or a very thin (less than a few centimeters) regolith ov
lying a solid substrate (Lebofskyet al.1979, Veederet al.1989,
Harriset al.1998). Harriset al.1998 note that the lunar regolit
has a thermal inertia,0 ∼ 5× 104 erg cm−2 s−0.5 K−1, at least
a factor of 20 lower than their estimate for Ra-Shalom (Table
We therefore exclude the estimates based on the STM and a
2.4–3.6 km as the most likely range ofDeff for Ra-Shalom.

Classification
tes ofFigure 5 shows how the radar and optical albedos of Ra-
Shalom depend on its effective diameter. The radar albedo is
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FIG. 5. Constraints on Ra-Shalom’s diameter, radar albedo, and visual geometric (or optical) albedo. Radar albedo is shown as a thick solid curv
using Ra-Shalom’s OC radar cross section (Table IV). Thin solid curves denote the 1σ uncertainty in the radar albedo that propagates from the 35% uncert
in σOC. Allowed geometric albedos, shown as the dash–dot curve, were computed as a function of diameter from logpv = 6.259− 2 logD − 0.4H (Bowell et al.
1989), whereH is Ra-Shalom’s absolute magnitude (Table I). The vertical dashed line denotes a lower bound on the pole-on breadth from the hull e

Histograms show the distribution by taxonomic class of main-belt (Magriet al.1999) and near-Earth asteroids, and radar and optical albedos (optical albedos were
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is
taken from the JPL/Horizons online data base: http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/hori

defined as

σ̂OC = 4σOC

πD2
eff

.

Figure 5 also indicates representative values of the optical
metric albedo,pv, for principal taxonomic classes, and it co
denses information about the distribution of estimates of o
asteroid radar albedos. Using the range of sizes discussed a
we infer that the radar cross section and absolute magnitud
Ra-Shalom correspond to limits on the radar and optical albe
of 0.07< σ̂OC < 0.33 and 0.05< pv < 0.13. Both ranges span
values consistent with Ra-Shalom’s C-class taxonomy. Base
the range of radar albedo alone, we cannot exclude any cla
cation for Ra-Shalom (Magriet al.1999), but using our adopte

size constraints and associated range of optical albedo, we
safely rule out higher albedo classes E and V as too bright. Th
ons.html, Chamberlinet al.1997).
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are two other high albedo classes not shown explicitly in Fig
A and R, which can also be excluded from further considerat
(Tedescoet al.1984, Tholen and Barucci 1984).

Astrometry

Our hull estimation yields an estimate,−98091.66± 0.12 Hz,
for the Doppler frequency corresponding to Arecibo echoes fr
Ra-Shalom’s COM at 00:00:00 UTC on 1984 Aug. 21. Th
result refines the preliminary estimate,−98092± 1 Hz, reported
by Ostroet al. (1991).

DISCUSSION

Thermal Inertia and Bulk Density
can
ere

Radiometric observations and modeling suggest that the sur-
face of Ra-Shalom has a high thermal inertia, and by inference
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is largely bare rock or covered by an extremely thin regol
(Lebofskyet al. 1979, Veederet al. 1989, Harriset al. 1998).
Can the radar data confirm or reject this model? The high
of our radar albedo estimates suggests a dense medium, bu
ing the radar albedo alone to estimate the dielectric consta
misleading in this case because the relatively high circular
larization ratio indicates that a significant amount of the ec
is due to “diffuse” scattering. We can, however, make a rou
estimate of the echo power that is due solely to single scat
ing and then use this to infer a dielectric constant, and henc
surface bulk density, as follows.

We adopt a model first proposed by Campbellet al.(1993) to
interpret linear polarization experiments, modified to deal w
our circular polarization experiments. Those authors show
that over a wide range of surface roughness at both C-b
(5.6 cm) and L-band (24 cm) wavelengths, the radar cross
tion from weathered basaltic flows could be modeled as the s
of “small-facet” (SF) and “diffuse” (DIFF) scattering compo
nents. The small-facet component contributes singly scatte
energy in the form of “expected” polarized OC echoes. The d
fuse component contributes equal amounts of energy in b
senses of polarization (“expected” and “unexpected” or OC a
SC, respectively) due to scattering by wavelength-scale dip
structures and/or multiple scattering. In using this model,
assume no significant returns due to dihedral (double corn
bounce) scattering, “small-perturbation” scattering, or coher
backscattering. Under these assumptions, the small-facet
tering component of the echo is

σSF= σOC− σSC, (1)

and the fraction of the OC cross section due to small-facet s
tering is

fSF,OC = 1− µC. (2)

Since SF scattering contributes only to the OC cross section
fraction of the total cross section (OC+SC) due to SF scattering
is

fSF= (1− µC)/(1+ µC), (3)

and that due to diffuse scattering is

fDIFF = 1− fSF= 2µC/(1+ µC). (4)

Note that the diffuse component for circularly polarized e
ergy in this model could result from wavelength-scale surfa
structure (i.e., randomly distributed dipoles), multiple scatt
ing, and/or volume scattering; each of these mechanisms
maximumµC ∼ 1.

Let us assume that these relations hold for disc-integrated
servations of Ra-Shalom. The terrestrial observations on wh

the model is based occurred at intermediate backscattering
gles (∼30◦–60◦). However, there is no evidence that these rel
ET AL.
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tionships change with incidence angle, and therefore they sh
be valid when disc-integrated. Using Eqs. (2) and (3) a
Ra-Shalom’s observed circular polarization ratio of 0.31± 0.02,
we estimate that 67–71% of the observed OC radar cross se
(or 50–55% of the total radar cross section) is due to SF s
tering events. Thus the disc-integrated radar albedo due on
SF scattering, ˆσSF, satisfies 0.05≤ σ̂SF≤ 0.23.

We now use the relation ˆσSF= gR (making the assumption
that σ̂SF is the albedo due to Fresnel or “quasi-specular”
flections), whereg is the radar backscatter gain andR is the
normal Fresnel reflectivity, to estimate the normal reflectiv
of Ra-Shalom (Mitchellet al.1996). The gain,g, encompasse
both the shape of the asteroid and its local surface rough
(i.e., facets). Without any constraints other than the relativ
largeµC, we adopt a range of gains, 1≤ g ≤ 1.5, and propa-
gate the uncertainties, obtaining 0.03≤ R≤ 0.23. An empirical
relationship between the bulk density,d (g cm−3), and Fresnel
reflectivity of geologic material is (Garvinet al.1985)

d = 3.2 ln[(1+ R0.5)/(1− R0.5)]. (5)

Inserting our interval forR into (5) gives 1.1≤ d ≤ 3.3 g cm−3.
Measurements of the bulk densities of meteorites are sca

but Consolmagno and Britt (1998) and Britt and Consolmag
(2000) report bulk densities for 14 carbonaceous chondr
analogues for C-class asteroids, of 1.6–3.4 g cm−3, grain densi-
ties of 2.43–3.84 g cm−3 (reported for only three samples), an
porosities (volume fraction of pore space)≤35%. Some of these
samples are different fragments of the same meteorite. Our
density estimates are consistent with a carbonaceous-chon
surface with porosity≤70%. Porosities at the upper end of th
estimate appear inconsistent with a regolith-free carbonace
chondritic surface, but this conclusion rests upon a very lim
data set.

Recently, Harriset al.(1998) speculated that Ra-Shalom m
be an S-class object, based on their estimate of its visual alb
pv = 0.13, infrared color indices (Veederet al.1983), and spec
tral features in the ultraviolet and near-infrared (McFaddenet al.
1984, 1989). Consolmagno and Britt (1998) also report b
densities of 18 ordinary chondrites and 7 stony-iron meteor
both possible analogues for S-class objects, with ranges of 2
3.53 and 4.16–4.97 g cm−3, respectively. The porosities of a
these samples were≤10%. Our estimates of bulk density for R
Shalom are inconsistent with a regolith-free stony-iron surfa
Stony-iron surfaces with porosities∼20–75% are permitted by
our estimates, requiring a thin to substantial regolith if the m
teorite porosities reported above are representative. There
our results appear to be consistent with a high surface the
inertia and stony-iron composition only if Ra-Shalom is near
at the lower end of our effective diameter range.

Our estimates of bulk density for Ra-Shalom are consis
with ordinary-chondritic surfaces with porosities≤70%, and

an-
a-
unlike stony-irons, regolith-free chondritic surfaces are permit-
ted. The upper range of allowed porosities requires a substantial
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TABLE VI
Spearman’s Correlation and Significance Tests

Variables ρSP Significance

µC, σTOT 0.87 0.05
µC, σSC 0.90 0.04
µC, σOC 0.80 0.10

µC, σDIFF 0.90 0.04
µC, σSF 0.30 0.62

µC, BW 0.30 0.62

BW, σTOT 0.67 0.22
BW, σSC 0.30 0.62
BW, σOC 0.53 0.36

Note. For each pair of variables being tested for corre-
lation,ρSP is the correlation coefficient, and significance
≤0.10 indicates that we can reject the null hypothesis (no
correlation) with 90% confidence. The numbers above
represent the least correlative coefficients from any of the
tests performed. See text for details.

regolith, and our results are consistent with a high surface t
mal inertia and chondritic compositiononlyif Ra-Shalom is near
the lower end of our effective diameter range.

For discussion purposes, we adopt an optical albedo boun
of pv = 0.1 between S- and C-class asteroids. Using the Bow
et al. (1989) relationship between effective diameter and o
cal albedo, and the absolute magnitude reported for Ra-Sh
(Table I) we find that our estimateDeff 2.4–2.6 km is consis-
tent with an S classification for Ra-Shalom, and thatDeff 2.6–
3.6 km is consistent with a C classification. Our analyses
Ra-Shalom’s bulk density and composition are consistent w
these ranges.

Correlations in Radar Properties

Now let us return to the apparent correlations between

values of bandwidth, radar cross section, and circular polariza-

y
pectively.

Table VII lists the total radar cross section, circular polariza-
ring
tion ratio in Table IV. To assess the significance of these cor-

TABLE VII
Model Scattering Parameters

Mean rotational

Date phase (◦) µC σTOT (km2) fSF fDIFF σSF (km2) σDIFF (km2)

1984 Aug 18 24 0.27± 0.02 1.48± 0.03 0.57 0.43 0.85± 0.03 0.63± 0.02
1984 Aug 19 104 0.35± 0.03 1.82± 0.05 0.48 0.52 0.88± 0.05 0.94± 0.04
1984 Aug 20 176 0.21± 0.02 1.00± 0.03 0.65 0.35 0.65± 0.03 0.35± 0.02
1984 Aug 21 252 0.28± 0.02 1.48± 0.04 0.56 0.44 0.83± 0.03 0.65± 0.03
1984 Aug 22 328 0.38± 0.03 1.74± 0.05 0.45 0.55 0.78± 0.05 0.96± 0.04

Note.Mean rotational phase is the weighted average of all phases observed during the day’s observations.µC is the circular polarization ratio.σTOT is the total
(OC+SC) radar cross section for the weighted spectral sum of each day’s observations. Uncertainties quoted forσOC andµC are 1σ standard errors caused b
background noise.fSF and fDIFF are the model fractions of the radar cross section due to single-facet (SF) scattering and diffuse (DIFF) scattering, res

tion ratio, fractions of the echo due to SF and DIFF scatte
σSF andσDIFF are the model estimates of the radar cross section due to SF
fromµC andσTOT.
NS OF RA-SHALOM 527
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relations, we use a Spearman rank-order correlation test (P
et al. 1989), which allows us to test for correlations withoua
priori assumptions of linearity and is preferred over more
ditional correlation tests (e.g., Pearson’s) because of the s
sample size. Our null hypothesis is that any two variables
uncorrelated, and we adopt a significance level of 10%. (W
a sample size of five, the significance resolution of this tes
limited; e.g., a 1% significance cannot be meaningfully tes
in this case.)

The uncertainties in radar cross section quoted in Table
are due to random noise and are appropriate (as opposed
35% uncertainties in absolute calibration) for comparing d
observations. Even at this reduced level of uncertainty, th
is considerable overlap in the radar properties on several d
and Aug. 18 and 21 are virtually indistinguishable. There
larger uncertainties in the rank order of bandwidths, depen
on whether one chooses the spectral edges to be at the 1-,
3σ noise level. Because of the limited number of samples
and the possible variations in parameter rank order, we a
the following significance-testing protocol. We ran tests for c
relation and significance assuming (1) the current rank orde
parameters, (2) reversal of Aug. 18 and 21 in relative rank,
(3) three different bandwidth rankings based on the three s
tral edge estimators. We rejected the null hypothesis (varia
uncorrelated) only ifall of these tests attained a significance
10% or better.

Table VI lists the combinations of variables consider
Spearman correlation coefficient, and significance for theleast
correlative test. There is a significant rank correlation betw
the polarization ratio and the total, OC, and SC cross secti
in other words, higher radar cross sections are positively
significantly correlated with higher polarization ratios. There
no significant correlation between bandwidth and polariza
ratio, contrary to initial impressions, and there is no signific
correlation between bandwidth and the total, OC, or SC ra
cross sections.
and DIFF scattering, respectively; the uncertainties in these estimates are propagated
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(from Eqs. (3) and (4)), and resulting cross sections due
SF and DIFF scattering. Note the partitioning between SF
DIFF echoes in Table VII;σSF is smaller thanσOC andσDIFF

is larger thanσSC because some of the OC echo is caused
diffuse mechanisms. As a test of the scattering model, th
should be little correlation between the polarization ratio a
SF cross section: increasing surface roughness should inc
the polarization ratio while not significantly affecting the sing
scattering SF cross section. Increasing wavelength-scale su
roughness should increase the DIFF cross section and res
a high degree of correlation between the polarization ratio
DIFF cross section. Table VI shows that, as expected, the
no significant correlation between the polarization ratio and
cross section, but a significant correlation between the pola
tion ratio and DIFF cross section, consistent with terrestrial d
(Campbell and Campbell 1992). In other words, the scatte
model adopted here appears to correctly separate the SF
DIFF scattered components of the radar cross section.

In Table VII, we note that, although the total radar cross s
tions vary dramatically from day-to-day, the cross sections
to SF scattering are similar on Aug 18, 19, 21, and 22. T
suggests that much of the variation in the total cross sectio
associated with variation in circular polarization ratio, and by
ference, by a rotation-phase-dependent near-surface rough
The cross-section estimate for Aug 20 is lower than expec
however, and may be caused by large-scale topographic ef
on that side (∼180◦ rotation from the side observed on Aug. 1
of Ra-Shalom.

Imminent Opportunities

The most favorable opportunities for observations of R
Shalom in the coming decade occur in 2000 September
2003 August, both of which support SNRs high enough
radar imaging (daily SNRs of∼200–500 and total SNRs∼1000
on both encounters at Arecibo) and reconstruction of the a
oid’s three-dimensional shape at∼100-m resolution (Hudson
1993). In 2000, Ra-Shalom will be∼75◦ away (measured a
an arc along a great circle) from the position of its 1984 cl
est approach, so the 1984 and 2000 results should yield u
constraints on pole direction.
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